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Summary

Personalized medicine: is it hype or revolution? In any case, there is not only real demand for
it, but it also has a history. As it is, the personal aspects of health care have been partly
neglected in the current era of evidence-based, scientific medicine. We now know that a ‘one
fits all’ type of treatment has its limits. Medicine needs to be (re-)personalized. The time is
right: the post-genomic era provides the necessary molecular tools, but does it provide for the
risks involved? Privacy, protection of minorities, and prevention of discrimination are at stake.
Regulations are required. The health-care process needs redesigning to render personalized
medicine effective. Information and communication management is challenged to handle the
wealth of personal information and link to global medical knowledge. But the goal is magnifi-
cent: personal health planning, early diagnosis, the right drug for the right patient, and pre-
dictable side effects.
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BACKGROUND

Health care has always been individual – or has it? Before
the advent of scientific medicine a century ago (see below),
the emphasis on customizing medicine to the needs of the
patient was probably one of the success factors of health
care because the lack of standardization made individual-
izing medical treatment easy, though the results were
questionable, as Shapiro concludes in his critical history of
medicine ‘From Ancient Priest to Modern Physician’ [1]
(p.60). Since a large part of the treatment effects was
based on the patient’s faith into the healer [1] (p.58), it
was mandatory for the physician to take into account the
personal needs and values of the patient in order to be
successful. Later, such early medical treatment was attrib-
uted to the so-called placebo effect [1]. The term ‘placebo’,
having its origin in the Latin verb placere, meaning to
please, expresses the personal aspect of such type of medi-
cine. Such considerations still play a very important role,
particularly in alternative medicine [2–5], but also in the
professional sector. However, the efficacy of placebo treat-
ment is being debated [6].

At the end of the 19th century, with Claude Bernard’s
(1813–78) introduction of the scientific method into medi-
cine [7] – founded on observation and proved by experi-
ments – the personal aspects of treatment started to
become endangered. Particularly the concept of random-
ization and the double-blind procedure introduced into
clinical trials in the 20th century is inconsistent with the
individual aspects of treatment. For the scientific
approach it is pivotal to level-out all the unknown, non-
accountable variations of individual responses to treat-
ment. Evidence-based medicine is asking for a standard-
ized application of therapy that has little room for idiosyn-
crasy. But treatment effects are highly variable and, of
course, as a patient one would be interested to know
whether one belongs to the 80% of patients that are
expected to respond to a particular therapy or to the 20%
of unfortunates that do not respond or, even worse,
whether one belongs to the group that will experience
unfavorable side effects. Until recently that wish could not
be satisfied. Although, ‘interpatient variability in response
to drug therapy is the rule, not the exception, for almost
all medications’ [8], ‘pharmaceutical medicine today is
geared around taking statistical information about the
general population and applying it to the individual’ [9].

So, the challenge is to regain individualism on a scientif-
ic basis. Personalized medicine is on the agenda of many
research groups and pharmaceutical companies. But
the challenge is immense. Individualized medicine is to
be based on evidence. Laboratory tests have to be
designed for biomarkers that identify subgroups of
patients with a particular disease that can be targeted by
specific drugs. Drugs have to be specifically designed for
such subgroups. Newly developed drugs have to be test-
ed on various subgroups of patients. For rare variants of
individual biomarker profiles it might be difficult to find
enough patients for a trial [10], or it might be too
expensive to design a new drug. Groups of patients
characterized by less-profitable genotypes are at risk of
becoming therapeutic ‘orphans’ [11]. Ethical problems

concerning minorities that carry certain biomarkers or
have a particular ethnic background may emerge
[12,13], and regulations may be necessary to maintain
equity and privacy protection [14–16].

Nevertheless, in certain areas personalized medicine is
already an established fact. For instance, let us take cus-
tomized treatment with antibiotics according to the resis-
tance pattern of the infecting microbe or anti-retroviral
therapy on the basis of HIV-genotyping of resistance.
Individualizing treatment and the study of the underly-
ing pharmacogenetics is reflected in the scientific litera-
ture from the 1960s onwards, and the number of articles
published with these terms in the title was fairly constant
until 1996 (see Figure 1). Since 1997, the main driver,
however, of individualized medicine has probably been
pharmacogenomics [17]. Figure 1 demonstrates the
recent growth in the number of publications that contain
the terms ‘personalized medicine’, ‘pharmacogenetics’,
and ‘pharmacogenomics’ in the title or abstract.

The term ‘personalized medicine’ actually does not
occur in the headings of articles before the advent of
pharmacogenomics. Among 60 articles published so far
with the term ‘personalized medicine’ in the title or
abstract, 43 also contain the term ‘pharmacogenetics or
pharmacogenomics’ in the text.

According to the exponentially growing number of pub-
lished articles in this new field of pharmacogenomics-
based personalized medicine, it is to be expected that
sooner or later the new knowledge and the new tech-
niques will start to change several aspects of health care.
A particular challenge will be to information and com-
munication technology (ICT), which will have to handle
the accruing individual information. Similarly, other
questions about social, ethical and regulatory issues will
also have to be tackled.

In this article, the question is raised as to what the concepts
of personalized medicine are and to what extent these con-
cepts are already developed in the area of infectious dis-
eases and clinical immunological disorders. What is the
impact of personalized medicine on the health-care process
and what developments are to be expected in the future?
Other areas of medicine, such as oncology, and other types
of therapy, such as surgical intervention or psychotherapy,
are not within the scope of this article nor are the individ-
ual aspects of nursing or alternative medicine.

ANALYSIS

Concepts of personalized medicine

The term ‘personalized medicine’ is relatively new and
mainly used in the context of pharmacogenomics (see
Figure 1). However, this view is rather narrow, and for
this analysis a much wider perspective shall be taken.
Personalized medicine can been conceptualized along
several dimensions [18–21]. Here, the six dimensions of
disease, environment, genes, medication, healthcare,
and information are discussed. First, three of the
dimensions are integrated into a conceptual space [22]:
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disease progression, environment (microbe), and gene
expression (Figure 2).

Dimension 1: Disease

The first dimension goes along the path of disease evo-
lution. Individuals carry different susceptibilities for dis-
ease and different predisposing factors. Such personal
risk profiles might lead to personal preventive mea-
sures, such as vaccination, and personalized health plan-
ning, such as regular screening procedures for particu-
lar diseases allowing for early diagnosis. Also pathology
and disease progression depend on personal factors.
Eventually, these individual characteristics influence the
response to treatment with regard to drug efficacy as
well as adverse drug reactions (ADRs). Consequently,
appropriate choice and dosing of medication based on
the individual characteristics of the patient is the hall-
mark of personalized medicine [23–25].

Dimension 2: Environment

The second dimension characterizes the environment - for
the intent of this analysis, the infecting microbe. The actual
prevalence of a microbe depends on the epidemiological
situation that is given for a particular person. Geographical
and seasonal factors as well as life style and sexual behavior
influence the prevalence of particular microbes in the per-
sonal environment, and with that the risk of infection.
Microbes are characterized by various properties that are
summarized by their infectivities and pathogenicities,
which might also depend on host factors [26–28]. Pivotal
for personalized medicine is the sensitivity of the infecting
microbe for the drug used to treat the patient.

Dimension 3: Genes

The third dimension characterizes the molecular traits
and mechanisms underlying the individual characteris-
tics of both the patient and the microbe. These are
defined by the personal and microbial genes (genome)
and their actual expression at the mRNA (transcrip-
tome), protein (proteome) [29,30], and cell (cytome) lev-
els [31]. One can distinguish stable molecular markers,
such as genetic traits, single nucleotide polymorphisms

(SNPs) and haplotypes [32], and dynamic biomarkers
that depend on environmental factors, such as mRNAs,
proteins, and their interaction at the cellular level [33].

Properties along these three dimensions are not inde-
pendent from each other. They build a conceptual
space, as depicted in Figure 2 [22].

Prototypic concepts in personalized medicine are
focused in specific areas of this conceptual space (see
Figure 2), for example:
a) personal genetic counseling [34] is localized in the
lower left corner, defined by susceptibility [35] and
genomic DNA.

b) individual prevention by vaccination is defined by per-
sonal risk factors, such as traveling plans or occupa-
tional risk, and by the prevalence of microbes, perhaps
depending on pre-existing antibody levels (proteins).
Prevention by personal hygienic measures is defined
by the prevalence and infectivity of possible microbes.

c) individual diagnosis of an infectious disease is done at
the DNA (microbial genome), proteins of both the
microbe (antigens) and the host (antibodies), and the
cellular (bacterial cultures, T-cell response of the
host) levels. Pathology and prognosis of an infection are
defined by individual host factors at the genome level
(immune response genes) and gene expression at the
protein and cellular levels (immune response) as well
as the pathogenic factors of the microbe.

d) individual response to treatment is defined by the
drug efficacy expected on the basis of the drug resis-
tance of the microbe and of pharmacogenetic host
factors or possible drug interactions. Adverse drug
reactions (ADRs) are defined at the levels of DNA (toxi-
cogenomic markers) or proteins and cells (allergies).

Dimension 4: Medication

A fourth dimension of personalized medicine goes along
the path of drug development [8,9,17,36,37]. Pharma-
cogenomic studies will permit the development of thera-
peutic agents targeted to specific, genetically identifiable
subgroups of the population. Genetic variation in drug
targets (e.g. receptors) can have not only a profound
effect on the efficacy of existing drugs, but its analysis is
also likely to influence drug discovery in the future. In
addition to drug targets, genetic polymorphisms can
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affect drug response at several levels (see Figure 3).
Pharmacogenomics promises to allow for identification
of individual factors influencing drug absorption, distri-
bution, metabolism, and excretion. Pharmacologists dis-
tinguish two pathways of drug metabolism, phase I
reactions (e.g. oxidation, reduction, and hydrolysis) and
phase II, conjugation reactions (e.g. acetylation, glu-
curonidation etc.). Polymorphisms of the genes coding
for cytochrome P-450 enzymes are important examples
of phase I effects, and polymorphisms of the TMPT
gene affecting the metabolism of the thiopurine drugs
mercaptopurine and azathioprine are important exam-
ples of phase II effects [37].

A pivotal role in regulating absorption, distribution, and
excretion of drugs is taken by drug transporters [38].
One example is P-glycoprotein, a member of the ATP-
binding cassette family, encoded by the human ABCB1
gene (also called MDR1) that is responsible for the
efflux of drugs and other xenobiotics from the cell
[39, 40]. For instance, a single-nucleotide polymorphism
of this gene has been associated with better CD4 cell
recovery in HIV-infected patients who are treated with
anti-retroviral agents [41]. Thus, drug efficacy is gov-
erned by personal factors that can be screened using
SNP diagnostics. Apart from drug efficacy, drug toxicity
and hypersensitivity reactions can now also be predicted
from genetic traits. Again, in HIV treatment, for exam-
ple, a specific MHC haplotype is associated with hyper-
sensitivity to the anti-retroviral abacavir, a reverse tran-
scriptase inhibitor [41].

When testing drugs in clinical trials it is now also taken
into account that individuals might respond differently.
Knowing the genotypes of participating patients is get-
ting more and more important [42,43]. Many pharma-
ceutical companies are already genotyping volunteers
for polymorphisms of drug metabolizing enzymes in
phase I studies. Also, in phase II-III clinical trials
patients are starting to get genotyped to correlate drug
efficacy with genetic markers or to exclude those individ-
uals who will not benefit from or tolerate therapy due to

genetic differences in drug metabolism or lack of the
right target phenotype. In treating infectious diseases,
not only the patient, but also the infecting microbe is
genotyped. In hepatitis C or HIV infection, genotyping
of the virus in therapy monitoring is already standard
for anti-viral therapy.

Dimension 5: Health care

A fifth dimension for conceptualizing personalized med-
icine is the health-care process. Possibilities for individu-
alization can be found throughout the health-care
process.
• genetic counseling [34];
• patient education [44];
• evaluating risk profiles;
• medical decision making [45];
• monitoring of treatment;
– surveillance of compliance;
– drug-level measurement;
• privacy issues, patient empowerment [14];
• regulatory issues.

A more detailed discussion of the health-care dimension
follows in a subsequent section.

Dimension 6: Information management

Health care is to a large extent an information-manage-
ment endeavor. Two types of medical information can be
distinguished: patient-specific and knowledge-based [46].
Personalized medicine is about connecting these two
types of information and acting on them [45]. A key issue
in personalized medicine is the gathering and manage-
ment of patient-specific, personal information. Personal
information is documented on several levels, commonly
referred to as patient records or health records.

Some especially conspicuous personal medical docu-
ments, which are already in use to various extents in dif-
ferent countries, include the personal emergency card,
the mother-child record, and the vaccination certificate.
The type of information stored on such documents is
variable and their usefulness is limited. Nevertheless,
they serve as prototypes for the lifelong health record,
and as such they have a certain symbolic value.

A potentially more valuable, but less conspicuous and
largely under-exploited source of personal medical infor-
mation, is the accumulated data stored in the electronic
information systems of clinical microbiology and
immunology laboratories. Although not lifelong, the
time-scale of such stores is usually equivalent to the life-
time of a laboratory information system, i.e, 5–10 years.
Unfortunately, neither the patient nor the treating physi-
cian is much aware of this treasure. This is a particularly
urgent subject for health-care integration (see below).

The ultimate goal of personal information documenta-
tion is the lifelong electronic health record. From the
fragmented, distributed, and hard-to-access patient
records of various hospitals and physicians’ offices there
is still a long way to go to achieve an integrated, widely

Figure 3. Dimension 4 of personalized medicine. Drug response in terms

of efficacy and toxicity is governed by personal factors

influencing the absorption, distribution, and elimination of that
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accessible, and comprehensive electronic health record.
The speed of this development may well depend on the
grade of involvement of the patient’s interest in such an
endeavor. A catalytic factor for patient involvement and
for the success of personalized medicine in general is
patient education and patient consent.

Having easy access to personal information is just the
beginning. The challenge for ICT is to link such per-
sonal information with information from global medical
knowledge [45,47]. Such information is deposited in
digital libraries that can be searched by services such as
Pubmed (National Library of Medicine) [48] or
Highwire (Stanford University Library) [49] for scientif-
ic literature and the comprehensive search and retrieval
system ‘Entrez’ (National Center for Biotechnology
Information) [50] for databases of nucleotide and pro-
tein sequences, protein structures, complete genomes,
taxonomy, and others. A list of databases is given in
Appendix II. Their scope ranges from pharmacoge-
nomic databases [51,52], and gene ontologies [53], to
clearing houses for medical guidelines. Eventually, deci-
sion support tools will be able to automatically access
this global knowledge in a patient-specific way [45].

The 6-dimensional conceptual space of personalized
medicine

Properties along these further dimensions of personal-
ized medicine are not independent from the other
dimensions; all six dimensions build together a concep-
tual space for personalized medicine. For illustration, a
regulatory decision (D5) might have to be taken for
HIV-infected patients (D1, D2) whether to perform
MHC typing (D1, D3) before treatment with abacavir
(D1, D4), and a corresponding guideline has to be dis-
tributed (D6) [41]. Such problems in personalized medi-
cine involve all six conceptual dimensions.

The individual character of infectious diseases

How far are the concepts of personalized medicine
already developed in the area of infectious disease?

The interaction of genes with the environment is funda-
mental to health and to the development of disease, partic-

ularly for infections. In this case, the interactive experience
between host and microbes is very individual and it builds
up from the beginning of life until death (see Figure 4).

This individuality is based on the genetic makeup inherit-
ed from the parents and the prevalence of microbes in
the environment. But not only genes are inherited from
the mother, but also viruses and protective antibodies are
vertically transmitted via the placenta. Under this indi-
vidual protective umbrella of maternal antibodies, the
first peri- and postnatal infections are attenuated but are
still contributing to the personal microbial experience as
a kind of ‘natural vaccination’ [54]. Artificial vaccination
follows and, together with the personal hygiene in child-
hood, it defines the result of further microbial encoun-
ters. Personal life style, sexual behavior, traveling, etc.
defines the spectrum of microbes that will lead, later in
life, to acute, chronic or persistent infections and con-
comitant diseases, which eventually, under the weakened
influence of an aged immune system, might end in death.

The intricate relation between microbe and host is par-
ticularly well exemplified by large, DNA-containing
viruses that have acquired host genes encoding cellular
homologues which mimic or counteract key molecules
of the host immune system [55–57]. In latent infections
with these viruses, which replicate their genome with
the genome of the host cell, the distinction between
microbe and host gets blurred, and the virus contributes
to the personal characteristics of the host. As a result,
infections with latent viruses contribute significantly to
the personal phenotypic profile of the host.

With the help of modern genomic tools it is now envis-
aged to undertake screening on a comprehensive scale
for personal phenotypes of infection and to choose treat-
ment afterwards [58]. However, even before the post-
genomic time, the individual characters of infectious dis-
eases were evident. It has always been known that not
every encounter with a microbe leads to infection and
not every infection with a pathogenic microbe leads to
clinical disease or to the same pathology, and not every
clinical infection can be treated in the same way. Hence,
the management of infectious diseases has for a long
time been individual. Successful therapy requires knowl-
edge about the infecting microbe, the sensitivity pattern
of it towards antibiotics, and the choice and dosage of
antibiotics according to some individual characteristics of
the patient, such as drug allergies, renal function, or the
results of drug-level measurements.

In this way, single focus points in the two-dimensional
conceptual space defined by microbial infection and
evolution of disease have been identified, and risk eval-
uation, diagnosis and treatment can be tailored to the
individual characteristics of the patient and the infecting
microbe. What is new in the development of personal-
ized medicine is a refinement in the third dimension
with the advent of molecular technology. For each char-
acteristic trait of the patient, and of the microbe, molec-
ular causes are being sought and analyzed, and tailored
drugs are being developed specifically targeted at mole-
cular structures.
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To illustrate how far the molecular search for pathogenic
microbial and host factors has gone already, the example
of streptococcal infection can be given. It has been report-
ed that the outcome of infections with the common group
A streptococci (GAS; Streptococcus pyogenes) depends to a
large extent on an intricate interaction of microbial and
host factors. The risk of acquiring a severe and often dead-
ly systemic disease like toxic shock syndrome or necrotiz-
ing fasciitis instead of a simple pharyngitis or scarlet fever
is basically given by the serotype M1 of the GAS and its
ability to secrete streptococcal pyrogenic exotoxins (SPES)
on the one side and by the HLA haplotype of the patient
on the other, apart from the protective effect of pre-exist-
ing anti-streptococcal antibodies. This interaction between
SPES and HLA type can well be explained on the molecu-
lar level by the super-antigenic property of SPES which
results in a devastating inflammatory response after its
binding to and bridging of particular HLA molecules with
T-cell receptors [59].

Beyond the reductionist approach, a new dimension has
now opened with the possibilities of studying the whole
genome and proteome comprehensively, in one go. On
both sides, i.e. of the microbe and the infected host, the
individual genome expresses itself as a particular pro-
teome, depending on the interaction between the infecting
microbe and the host (each representing their correspond-
ing environments). The genomes of many bacteria [60]
and viruses have been sequenced completely and, based
on that knowledge, techniques have been developed to
analyze the expression of complete genomes at the mRNA,
protein, and cell levels. During infection, the global
changes of the proteomes of both the microbe and the host
have recently been termed ‘infectome’ [61]. Infectomics
studies the characteristic genomic or proteomic patterns
that correlate with the particular evolution of disease, even
when the functions of the genes and proteins involved are
not yet known. Such global approaches lead to a funda-
mental shift from reductionist towards holistic strategies in
managing infectious diseases [62].

The individual character of immune responses

How far are the concepts of personal medicine already
developed in the area of clinical immunology?

On the host side, the interaction of genes with the envi-
ronment, which is characteristic for infectious diseases,
involves the immune system in particular. When dis-
cussing the immune system, one has to distinguish the
innate immune system from the adaptive immune sys-
tem. The former provides the first line of defense based
on ‘hard-wired’, genetically defined mechanisms,
whereas the latter develops its functionality adaptively
during encounters with infecting agents. On the genetic
level, both systems show a very high degree of polymor-
phism, and immunogenetics has been an important sub-
ject of study for a long time [63,64]. Starting from trans-
plantation immunology, immunogenetics has developed
into an important discipline for understanding individ-
ual differences in the defense against infecting micro-
bes. Whilst immune-related genes are found through-
out the genome (see Figure 5), several clusters of highly
polymorphic immune-response genes have been identi-
fied, including the major histocompatibility complex
(MHC, in humans HLA), the T-cell receptor loci (TCR),
the immunoglobulin heavy-chain region (IgH), and,
recently, the killer Ig-like receptor loci (KIR). In fact,
the MHC has been one of the first and most extensively
studied stretches of DNA in mammals.

Important for the concepts of personalized medicine,
however, is the ability of the immune system to adapt to
the environment by learning and remembering.
Through this adaptive process, the phenotype of the
immune system is even more polymorphic than the
genotype and, consequently, the immune response to a
given antigen is highly individual. To illustrate this
point, Figure 6 displays herpes simplex-specific antibod-
ies of various individuals analyzed by separating single
antibody clones with isoelectric focusing on a pH gradi-
ent. Actually, such variability can sometimes pose severe
problems in standardizing serology (measurement of
antibodies to infectious agents) as a diagnostic tool [65].
A similar diversity of the immune response can be
found at the level of T-cell receptors.

Partly because of the overwhelming complexity of the
immune system resulting from the high genotypic and
phenotypic variability, personalizing the prevention and
treatment of immune-based disorders has developed only
slowly. There are some notable exceptions, however.
Allergies, for instance, are amenable to treatment with
desensitization procedures that are based on a personal
hypersensitivity profile and, more importantly, individu-
als can prevent allergic attacks by avoiding exposure to
allergens to which their immune system is overreacting.
This knowledge has led to one of the most commonly
recognized concepts of personalized medicine: the proto-
typic role of allergies in the discussion of personal risk
profiles. Whenever personal health-care cards are dis-
cussed, the leading example taken to illustrate the useful-
ness of such cards is the documentation of allergies.
Similarly, the personal vaccination profile is a prototypic
example of documenting personal risks. The vaccination
document probably represents the first rudimentary
instance of a lifelong medical record. Useful as this is, the
more astonishing is the fact that even a slight extension of
this document by inclusion of records about immunity

Figure 5. Immune response genes. Chromosomal position of genes

categorized under the term ‘immune response’ of the Gene

Ontology™ [53]. (extracted from http://www.ensembl.org).
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acquired from pervious infections and about infections
with persistent microbes, such as herpes viruses or toxo-
plasmosis, has hardly been accomplished.

On the other hand, immune-based treatment of infec-
tious diseases or autoimmune disorders is only marginal-
ly touched by personal medicine. Although the diagnostic
possibilities to characterize individual patterns of immune
reactions against infecting agents or against auto-antigens
are extensive, there are hardly any immune-specific ther-
apies available that would take advantage of the knowl-
edge about personal immune patterns.

The impact of personalized medicine on the
health-care process, with emphasis on the clinical
laboratory

The realization of personalized medicine and, particu-
larly, its corollaries in pharmacogenomics will certainly
have bearing on the way health care is delivered [66].
Social, ethical, and regulatory issues need to be dis-
cussed and decisions taken as to the redesign of health-
care systems based on personalized medicine [67].
Obviously, one wonders first how personalized medicine
is related to patient-centered health care.

Patient-centeredness is a new key word in discussions of
modern health care systems. In a recent report from the
Institute of Medicine (IOM) about ‘A New Health System
for the 21st Century’, six aims for improvement were for-
mulated, one being patient-centeredness - next to safety,
effectiveness, timeliness, efficiency, and equity. Patient-
centeredness is understood as having ‘qualities of com-
passion, empathy, and responsiveness to the needs, val-
ues, and expressed preferences of the individual patient’
[68] (p.48). Hence, at first sight, one might have the
impression that personalized medicine and patient-cen-
tered care are defined on completely different grounds –

molecular genetics on the one hand and empathy on the
other. However, these different perspectives do not nec-
essarily contradict each other. On the contrary, they are
likely to be mutually supportive. Here the question is
asked how far personalized medicine supports or even
necessitates patient-centered strategies.

Integration

One dimension of patient-centered care is coordination
and integration of care [68] (p.49). In this context, the
tenet to be proposed here is that personalized medicine
cannot be successful when health-care processes are
fragmented. The various bits and pieces of prevention,
diagnosis, treatment, and care will have to be integrated
in order to leverage personalized medicine.

One example of evolving strategies for integration is the
development and employment of personalized diagnos-
tic (Dx)–therapeutic (Rx) ‘tandem combination’ products
[69]. The pharmaceutical industry will only embark on
the development of personalized drugs if it has control
of the diagnostic tools that are necessary to identify the
target population to treat. The individualization of drug
treatment based on genetic profiling may even require
that regulatory approval of a drug for a specific sub-
group of patients include the diagnostic test specifica-
tions. Henceforth, DxRx tandem products will increa-
singly be marketed by the industry [20]. Already, a new
term, ‘theranostics’ (therapy-specific diagnostics), has
been coined to refer to laboratory tests that help direct
therapeutic intervention [70]. Some of the diagnostic
tools will be point-of-care diagnostics (POCT) in order to
shorten the time for reaching a decision about an indi-
vidual drug regiment [71]. These integrating develop-
ments will have a significant effect on how future diag-
nostic laboratories function. From bedside diagnostics
and application of drug-related diagnostic tools to highly
specialized molecular procedures done in a reference
laboratory, the hospital laboratory will have to integrate
all the individual fragments into a coherent picture [72].

Information

A second dimension of patient-centered care is informa-
tion, communication, and education [68] (p.50), which
is also pertinent to personalized medicine (dimension
6). Personalizing prevention and medication requires
detailed knowledge about a large amount of informa-
tion. To find the right drug for the right patient one
needs the right information [45]. In fragmented sys-
tems, comprehensive information is not readily avail-
able. This poses a challenge not only to information
management, but to health-care management as a
whole. A long sought-after solution for the provision of
timely and comprehensive personal medical informa-
tion would be the lifelong electronic patient record.
There, all personal medical data that have accumulated
during the lifetime would be stored and made accessible
when to medical decision is needed [73] (see Figure 7A).

However, before this dream becomes reality [74,75],
there should be other tools available to connect such

Figure 6. Individual Anti-HSV antibodies. Sera (a-f) of six persons with

different levels of anti-HSV antibodies (indicated as test

index) were separated by isoelectric focussing (IEF) on a pH

gradient and blotted on a nylon membrane covered with HSV

antigen. Clones of antibodies that recognize HSV are identi-

fied by immunostaining for human IgG. Individual patients’

immune responses produce different oligoclonal IgG to the

same viral antigen.
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personal information with medical knowledge residing
in digital libraries [76]. A special role could be played in
this context by the clinical laboratory. Since many of the
personal data items relevant for personalized medicine
are produced by the clinical laboratory, and since clini-
cal laboratories are the first actors in the health-care
process that have all of the patient’s data in electronic
form, often even cumulatively over time, it is natural to
propose that the clinical laboratory take over an active
position in establishing electronic links between patient
data and digital libraries (see Figure 7B).

For example, a microbiology lab could deliver, as an
added value together with the results of the identification
of an infecting microbe, a list of links to pertinent infor-
mation on that microbe and its treatment. Likewise, a
genetic lab could provide links to pharmacogenomic
knowledge about a detected mutation. DxRx tandem
concepts, as mentioned above, will support this alterna-
tive model of connecting patient data with digital
libraries. Even if this idea seems to be straightforward,
there will be hurdles in implementing such a service in
view of the necessity to find and approve a financing
model to recompense the laboratory for the added value.

However, information alone is not enough. Persona-
lizing medicine also means evaluating, planning and
acting with a common goal within an integrated strate-
gy. This means that information needs to be accessible
and that the information has to be communicated.
Furthermore, the information needs to be understood.
Patient education as well as education of the profession-
als is a prime success factor for personalized medicine.
Only on these grounds will all the available information
about the patient’s personal constitution be used fruit-
fully to tailor medicine to personal needs and values.

Regulation

Last but not least, there are also ethical, legal, and social
issues involved. The more detailed and personal informa-
tion is becoming, the more privacy issues will play a role.

This is particularly relevant when stable molecular mark-
ers such as genetic traits or chronic diseases are consid-
ered [16,77]. Early in the Human Genome Project it was
recognized that the Project also had ethical, legal, and
social implications (ELSI), and the ELSI program was
established and is still a key objective in the vision for the
future of genomics research [78,79]. One proposal of how
to safeguard privacy advocates three major pillars on
which to base protection for pharmacogenetic testing
[66,80]: informed consent, trusted intermediaries, and
legal protection.

The notion of informed consent is well known from
clinical studies, but its application for the protection of
privacy in diagnostics is not well established. Guidelines
for informed consent should be adjusted to the diagnos-
tic risk. For example, in the guidelines of the Swiss
Federal Office of Public Health about HIV-testing it is
declared mandatory to ask the patient for informed
consent before performing an HIV test [81], whereas
for less critical tests an unspoken agreement can be
assumed. The ‘Medical-ethical Guidelines for genetic
investigations in humans’ of the Swiss Academy of
Medical Sciences asserts that ‘The decision to carry out,
continue or stop the [genetic] investigation rests exclu-
sively with the patient, who will also decide whether and
to what extent he wishes to be informed of, and to draw
conclusions from the result of the investigation’ [82].

Trusted intermediaries are proposed as ‘firewalls’
between genetic tests and medical records to hold DNA
samples and test results. These intermediaries would
release genetic information about a person only to those
who need access to it and only when that person specifi-
cally has requested it. Such intermediaries may become
important not only in research settings, but also in clini-
cal settings in which multiple tests are run on the same
DNA sample, or whenever full genetic profiles on indi-
vidual patients are obtained [80]. The clinical laboratory
would be predestined to fulfill such a role as a trusted
intermediary.

Figure 7A. Electronic support of medical decision making by

connecting personal profile with digital library: The

comprehensive model. Data from the personal profile

are connected with information from digital libraries

and knowledge databases.

Figure 7B. Electronic support of medical decision making by linking

diagnostic data with digital library: An alternative model.

Laboratory results are annotated with information gathered

from digital libraries and databases.
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Legal protection is the third weapon to protect privacy.
At the time of writing, the Swiss Federal Assembly is
introducing a new law about genetic tests in humans
[83] with the aim of protecting human dignity and per-
sonality, of preventing improper genetic testing and
improper use of genetic data, and of guaranteeing the
quality of genetic tests and the interpretation of their
results. The basic principles of this legislation are:
• prohibition of discrimination;
• informed consent;
• right of not knowing;
• protection of genetic data;
• licensing of genetic testing.

In the accompanying commentary of the government to
the legislation, an overview of European law is given:
Until now, only Norway and Austria have a general reg-
ulation for genetic testing. Other countries have only
regulations about particular aspects of genetic testing.

A further social concern is the protection of minorities.
A population with a particularly critical high risk of
being affected by personalized medicine is the group of
genetic minorities. On one hand, they might strongly
benefit from future drugs that are tailored to their spe-
cial genetic makeup, whereas they have been under-
privileged so far in the ‘one fits all’ era. On the other
hand, minorities are at high risk of becoming therapeu-
tic orphans in that it might not be profitable for the
industry to develop special drugs for them.

A very critical issue for the social acceptance of personal-
ized medicine is the danger of discrimination on the
grounds of genetic testing [84]. Anderlik and Rothstein
[16] tried to distinguish rational from irrational discrimi-
nation. Irrational discrimination results from decision
making on the basis of faulty or incomplete data, or misin-
terpretation of the implications of genetic test results for
morbidity and mortality. Whereas this type of discrimina-
tion is certainly to be banned, there is a debate about the
social acceptability of rational, scientifically sound and
empirically supported discrimination. It already has
become common use by insurers to engage in risk classifi-
cation based on characteristics such as age, sex, individual
and family health histories, health status, occupation,
serum cholesterol, alcohol and tobacco use, and HIV sta-
tus. Personal genetic profiles are just an extension of this
risk evaluation, and with the success of personal medicine,
such profiling becomes more precise. Yet whatever society
considers permissible in this respect, the real danger will
lie in the difficulty to discriminate rational from irrational.

DISCUSSION

Personal medicine was lost with the advent of scientific,
evidence-based medicine. This loss is deplored by many
patients and is one of the reasons for the attractiveness
of alternative medicine. Now, medicine needs to be re-
personalized on a scientific basis. In the recent years of
the post-genomic era, a new thriving of personalizing
medicine can be observed. Molecular diagnostics based
on comprehensive and high-throughput genetic testing
promises to revolutionize medicine.

However, individualized medicine is not new. In clinical
microbiology and immunology the personal aspects of
susceptibility, prevention, infection, immune defense,
and response to treatment are inherent properties of
medical care. New are the dimensions of molecular
diagnostics and pharmacogenomics. With their advent,
a new name has been coined: personalized medicine.

Personalized medicine can be conceptualized in a 6-
dimensional space along the axes of disease, environ-
ment, genes, medication, health care, and information
management. The concepts, potentials, and hazards of
personalized medicine are located within this 6-dimen-
sional conceptual space. Prototypic concepts are local-
ized in specific areas of this space. The individual char-
acter of infections and immune defense, based on the
genomic makeup of the microbe and the host, makes
them prototypic examples of the personal evolution of
disease. Drug development, health-care decisions, and
information management are to be targeted at these
personal characteristics. Pharmacogenomics is one of
the main drivers of this new development.

Within the health-care process, personalized medicine
and patient-centered care are mutually supportive. A
special emphasis has to be put now on the integration of
disparate personalized medical approaches and on the
integration of fragmented personal records. A focal
point for individualized health care is personalized
information management. It is proposed that before
lifelong electronic health records become a reality, the
clinical laboratory should provide electronic links
between personal laboratory data and electronic infor-
mation from digital libraries and databases.

The new tools of genetic and molecular medicine are
powerful, but so are the social and ethical risks. Several
personal values are at stake: privacy, protection of
minorities, and prevention of discrimination. Regula-
tions about informed consent in the diagnostic process
are needed. Clinical laboratories could take the role of
trusted intermediaries guarding the DNA and personal
profiles resulting from laboratory tests. Genetic minori-
ties carry a high risk of either profiting from or losing
out on personalized medicine. Social mechanisms have
to be developed to handle these risks. Some discrimina-
tion on the grounds of genetic testing might be consid-
ered acceptable when it concerns rational risk classifica-
tion by insurers. Nevertheless, misuse of personal risk
profiles is a real danger for the success of personal med-
icine and requires legal regulation.

Overall, personalized medicine is very promising. Old
dreams of being treated individually might be fulfilled
on a scientific basis. The success depends on redesigning
the health-care process and information management.

CONCLUSIONS

Humans are individual, so medicine must be. From the
analysis of the current state of personalized medicine
and its foreseeable development, the following tenets
can be put forward:
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1. Personalized medicine is not new but acquires a new
dimension with the comprehensive molecular analysis
of genes and gene expression.

2. Personalized medicine can be conceptualized along 6
dimensions: disease, environment, genes, medication,
health care, and information management.

3. Personalized medicine requires patient-centered
healthcare, particularly with the dimensions integra-
tion and information.

4. Clinical microbiology and immunology provide pro-
totypical examples of personalized medicine. Chronic
and latent infections and the corresponding immune
response add to the genetically defined character of
an individual.

5. Personalized medicine depends on personalized infor-
mation management and asks for lifelong electronic
patient records that interface with the digital libraries.

6. The clinical laboratory should play a pioneering role
in electronically connecting patient-specific informa-
tion with global medical knowledge.

7. Personalized medicine also has ethical, legal, and
social implications. Several personal values are at
stake: privacy, protection of minorities, and preven-
tion of discrimination.

8. The clinical laboratory could play the role of a trusted
intermediary between genetic testing and clinical
application.

The hopes and promises of personalized medicine are
high. The challenge is to adapt the health-care process
to the needs of personalized medicine and to cope with
its social risks.
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APPENDIX I: GLOSSARY

Person-related terms

Placebo

‘A placebo is any therapy (or that component of any
therapy) that is intentionally or knowingly used for its
non-specific, psychological, or psychophysiological,
therapeutic effect, or that is used for a presumed specif-
ic therapeutic effect on a patient, symptom, or illness
but is without specific activity for the condition being
treated.’ [1] (p41).

Individualization/personalization

There seems to be no strict separation of the meaning of
the two terms. They could be used synonymously, express-
ing the act of making something more individual/personal.
Nevertheless, it can be observed that the two terms are not

used in the same context and/or by the same scientific com-
munity. As shown in Figure 1, the number of articles using
the term ‘individualizing’ remains fairly constant over the
last twenty years, whereas the use of the term ‘personal-
ized’ has been exponentially increasing in the last five
years. ‘Individualization’ is more often used when describ-
ing non-genetic patient profiles, and when adjustment of
pre-existing treatment to individual needs and pharmaco-
genetic factors is discussed. The use of ‘personalization’, on
the other hand, is strongly related to the new term ‘phar-
macogenomics’, where a more encompassing view on tai-
lored drugs based on genomic patient profiles is discussed.

Patient-centered health care

The Institute of Medicine (IOM) adopts in ‘A New Health
System for the 21st Century’ Gerteis’ conceptualization of
patient-centered care with six dimensions: 1) respect for
patients’ values, preferences, and expressed needs; 2)
coordination and integration of care; 3) information, com-
munication, and education; 4) physical comfort; 5) emo-
tional support; and 6) involvement of family and friends.

The -omes and -omics

We have entered the ‘omic’ era in biology and medicine
[86]. The suffix ‘-ome’ in biology has the function of
directing attention to a holistic abstraction of molecular
or functional parts of a population defined by the -ome
term, whilst the suffix ‘-omics’ designates the study of the
respective -ome. A glossary of –omes and –omics cur-
rently lists almost 100 of such terms (http://www.genomic-
glossaries.com/content/omes.asp). The -omic terms most fre-
quently used in scientific literature are genome, pro-
teome, and transcriptome (http://bioinfo.mbb.yale.edu/what-
is-it/omes/). The oldest term, biome, was coined in 1916.

Pharmacogenetics/pharmacogenomics

The two terms are closely related, but ‘pharmacogenet-
ics’ is the traditional term used from the beginning of
the 1960s to describe hereditary influences on the
response to drugs. ‘Pharmacogenomics’ could be defi-
ned in the same way, but Kalow [25] proposes the addi-
tional element that ‘genomic knowledge is used to
search for new drugs’. The emphasis is on the influence
of a whole set or complement of genes summed up in a
genetic profile. With Kalow [25] one could argue that
pharmacogenetics is concerned with drug safety and
pharmacogenomics with improving drug efficacy. In
addition, whereas pharmacogenetics is concerned with
the effect of genes on drug response, pharmacoge-
nomics also studies the effect of drugs on gene function.

Infectomics

Infectomics encompasses the genomics and proteomics
of microbial infections. The global phenotypic changes
(infectomes) in microbes and their hosts during infection
are encoded by the genomes of microbial pathogens and
their hosts, expressed in certain environmental condi-
tions devoted to specific microbe-host interactions [61].
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Toxicogenomics

Toxicogenomics describes the measurement of global
gene-expression changes in biological samples exposed
to toxicants, with the possibility of assisting in the detec-
tion of compounds with the potential to cause adverse
health effects earlier in the development of pharmaceu-
tical and chemical products [87].

Theranostics (therapy-specific diagnostics)

‘Theranostics is the term coined by PharmaNetics [Ltd]
to describe rapid diagnostics that influence the physi-
cians’ therapy decisions in treating patients. By melding
the separate disciplines of diagnostics and therapeutics,
physicians are effectively empowered to bring the hospi-
tal laboratory in real time to the patient’s bedside, facili-
tating the selection of the right drug, in the right dose,
at the right moment.’ [88,89]

Genetic variability

Genetic polymorphisms/allelic variants

The two terms are used synonymously, expressing
sequence variations among individuals for a given gene.
Most of the genetic variability is in the form of single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).

SNP/haplotype analysis

The analysis of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) is
the basis for personal genotyping. On average, two unre-
lated people differ at about 1–3 bases in every 1’000 of the
3 billion or so bases in their genome, so any individual will
have about 3–10 million SNPs.

‘Nonsynonymous SNP’ is an SNP within a coding re-
gion that changes the amino acid that is encoded.

The SNP Consortium (TSC) is a public/private collabo-
ration that has to date discovered and characterized
nearly 1.8 million SNPs [51].

Haplotypes are defined as groups of nearby alleles
(SNPs) that are inherited together. It is thought that
about 65 to 85% of the human genome may be organized
into haplotype blocks that are 10’000 bases long or larg-
er. Therefore, the number of SNPs required to examine
the entire genome for association with a phenotype
should be reduced from the 10 million SNPs that exist to
roughly 500,000 tag SNPs. An effort has been launched
recently by an international research consortium to cre-
ate a haplotype map of the complete human genome
(http://www.hapmap.org/index.html.en) in the next three
years (http://genome.gov/10005336). The HapMap promis-
es to facilitate research into genetic risk factors underly-
ing diseases or health conditions.

Resource URL Content

Ensembl

Entrez (National Center for Biotechnology

Information)

Ethical, Legal, & Social Issues (ELSI)

GeneClinics

GeneTests

Gene Ontology™ Consortium

GeneSNPs Environmental Genome Project web

resource

Human Genome Epidemiology Network

HighWire Press, Internet Imprint of the Stanford

University Libraries

National Cancer Institute’s CancerNet

National Center for Biotechnology Information

(NCBI)

National Guideline Clearinghouse™ (NGC)

OMIM

Pharmacogenetics Research Network

and Knowledge Base

SNP consortium

The Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR)

Comprehensive Microbial Resource (CMR)

http://www.ensembl.org

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Entrez/

http://www.ornl.gov/hgmis/elsi/elsi.html

http://www.geneclinics.org/

http://www.genetests.org/

http://www.geneontology.org/

http://www.genome.utah.edu/genesnps/

http://www.cdc.gov/genomics/hugenet/

http://highwire.stanford.edu/

http://www.cancer.gov/cancerinfo/prevention-

genetics-causes

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/guide/

http://www.guideline.gov/

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Omim/

http://www.pharmgkb.org/

http://snp.cshl.org

http://www.tigr.org/

Access to DNA and protein sequences with

automatic baseline annotation

Retrieval system for searching several linked

databases, including PubMed

Information, articles, and links on a wide range of

issues

Authoritative synopses of disorders that have

a significant genetic component

Dynamic controlled gene vocabulary

Genetic data related to environmental exposure

Epidemiologic information on the human genome

Literature Search for HighWire-hosted journals

and Medline, with many free full-text articles

Authoritative information about cancer genetics

Views of chromosomes, maps, and loci; links

to other NCBI resources

Evidence-based clinical practice guidelines

Information about human genes and disease

Genomic data, molecular and cellular phenotype

data, and clinical phenotype data

Query for SNPs in the human genome

Access to all of the bacterial genome sequences

completed to date

Appendix II: Databases.
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